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SEBASTIAN KÜRSCHNER (Erlangen-Nürnberg) 
Morphological non-blocking in Dutch plural allomorphy – a contrastive 
approach 
Dutch simplex nouns ending in schwa have two regular plural forms, e.g. bode-s/bode-n ‘messen-
gers’. This means that neither of the two allomorphs -s and -n is blocked. Such regular non-blocking 
is non-existent in the closely related languages German and Afrikaans. To identify the reasons for this 
divergence, the history of plural marking in the three languages is compared. Based on the historical 
observations it is argued that the doublets in Dutch are retained due to the output principle of plurals 
ending in a trochaic foot, according to which both -s and -n may apply without preference on stems 
with non-final stress.1  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Most Dutch nouns are characterized by a non-variable and highly predictable 
plural allomorph. The two productive suppletive plural allomorphs of Dutch,2 -s 
and -(e)n, are conditioned according to a rhythmic rule stating that the plural form 
of a noun must end in a trochaic foot: The allomorphs -s and – more seldom – -n 
therefore appear regularly with bisyllabic stems ending in a trochee, whereas -en is 
found with monosyllabic stems, cf. (1).  
(1)  helper-s ‘helpers’, sluitel-s ‘keys’, stoel-en ‘chairs’, huiz-en ‘houses’ 
Nevertheless, Dutch plural formation is often described as highly variable and 
unpredictable. VAN HAERINGEN (1956), e.g., describes the Dutch plural system as 
“unsystematic, in a way artistically unsystematic”3 (p. 36) in contrast with the sys-
tems of German and English. The reason for this description is that a limited num-
ber of nouns behave unsystematically by building their plural forms in violation of 
–––––––—–– 
1  I would like to thank Antje Dammel, Therese Leinonen, Martin Neef, and two anonymous review-
ers for valuable comments on an earlier version of this paper, and Janet Duke for proof-reading the 
manuscript. Of course, all remaining mistakes are mine. 
2  For the description of allomorphy, I follow HASPELMATH (2002:26-30) in distinguishing between 
phonological and suppletive allomorphs. In Dutch, the (e)n-suffix constitutes the two formally 
similar phonological allomorphs -en and -n, the distribution of which is totally predictable from 
the final sound either ending in schwa or not. The allomorphs -s and -(e)n, instead, are related only 
on the level of their function as plural allomorphs. From a formal point of view, they are not at all 
similar, but rather suppletive. The allomorphs -s and -(e)n are therefore related as ‘suppletive al-
lomorphs’, while the formal variants -en and -n are related as ‘phonological allomorphs’. 
3  My translation from Dutch “onsystematisch, in zeker opzicht artistiek onsystematisch”. 
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the prosodic rule, as in (2a), or taking both of the plural allomorphs without a clear 
preference, see (2b).4  
(2) a engel-en ‘angels’, christen-en ‘Christians’, kok-s ‘cooks’, oom-s ‘uncles’,  
  reüníe-s ‘reunions’, kind-eren ‘children’ 
 b appel-s/appel-en ‘apples’, handelaar-s/handelar-en ‘merchants’,  
  directeur-s/directeur-en ‘headmasters’, groente-s/groente-n ‘vegetables’ 
The examples in (2b) contradict the basic theoretical assumption of blocking in 
morphology. In simple terms, blocking is “the nonoccurrence of one form due to 
the simple existence of another” (ARONOFF 1976:43) and historically results in the 
resolution of functional doublets. In rule-based accounts, that means that an irregu-
lar form can block the application of a regular rule. A simple example: The exis-
tence of the irregular English plural form children hinders the existence of an 
equivalent regular form with s-plural, accordingly *childs.  
KIPARSKY (2005) approaches blocking as a relation between competing expres-
sions. In his account, potential output expressions for the same input meaning are 
evaluated with respect to the two constraints of ECONOMY and EXPRESSIVENESS. 
The usual cases for blocking are encountered when either one of the outputs is 
more complex than the other (according to ECONOMY) or expresses the input 
meaning more completely than the other (according to EXPRESSIVENESS).  
Interestingly, Kiparsky does not view blocking as obligatory. Instead, when both 
expressions are equally economical and expressive, free variation may occur. In 
Kiparsky’s view this is the only situation not necessarily resulting in blocking, with 
the further restriction that no additional constraints may block one of the variants.5 
In some parts of the Dutch noun system, doublets exist and even remain stable to 
a large extent. In this article the question of morphological blocking will therefore 
be addressed by focusing on a phenomenon of non-blocking.6 We will show that 
non-blocking based on free variation may occur when plural formation is domi-
nantly restricted by prosodic conditions on the output – as is the case in Dutch, in 
which plural formation is based on ending in a trochaic foot. We will argue that no 
further preference for a single allomorph is found when a plural form follows this 
general principle, the allomorphs in question are equally expressive and economi-
cal according to Kiparsky’s account, and no further constraints apply.  
–––––––—–– 
4  Irregularity through stem alternation is also found in a small number of nouns, cf. stad – steden 
‘city’ and through loaned plural formation, cf. genus – genera ‘gender’. To my knowledge there 
are no quantitative studies listing all of these exceptions. Hence, it is impossible to provide the ex-
act number of words which behave in this way. Counting all the nouns listed in HAESERYN et al. 
(1997:165-184) as belonging to category (2a), this amounts to 61 nouns (see Appendix 1). Count-
ing the nouns belonging to category (2b) at the same place, leaving nouns in schwa aside (see sec-
tion 2 below), this amounts to 61 nouns (see Appendix 2). Since some derivate groups are not in-
cluded in the lists with their whole inventory, and Haeseryn et al. provide examples rather than 
complete overviews, the groups are a bit bigger than these numbers indicate. 
5  Because the following deals with a special empirical problem, the theoretical discussion of (mor-
phological) blocking is left at this point and taken up again in section 4. For further discussion see 
e.g. EMBICK (2007), KROCH (1994), or POSER (1992). 
6  For a discussion of other non-blocking cases cf. e.g. FEHRINGER (2004), who deals with variants 
like -(e)lijk in Dutch word formation, or -(e)s in the German genitive singular. 
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The general patterns of plural allomorphy and its conditioning in current Dutch 
will be explained in section 2. The most interesting cases of doublets will be 
pointed out in this overview by differentiating between two groups of nouns, one 
consisting of nouns with irregular plural formation and one regularly characterized 
by non-blocking. The second of these groups, which will be of main interest in this 
article, is characterized by the structural property of ending in a schwa. Nouns of 
this structure usually have no preference for -n or -s in plural formation, cf. schade-
s/schade-n ‘damages’. In contrast with most blocking accounts, in which it is usual 
to focus on single words (cf. children vs. *childs) as instances of blocking, we will 
thus deal with a regular process for the formation of doublets. 
In section 3, the origin and development of morphological (non-)blocking will be 
described from a historical point of view. The history of Dutch will be contrasted 
with the history of closely related German (section 3.1), which has established 
morphological blocking in noun morphology to a much greater extent than Dutch. 
After that, the history of Dutch is also compared to that of Afrikaans, which origi-
nated from Dutch dialects in the 17th century (section 3.2). Morphological blocking 
on nouns was also established to a greater extent in Afrikaans than in Dutch. The 
main goal of the contrastive study is to determine where the histories of the closely 
related languages differ, resulting in contrasting developments with regard to mor-
phological blocking.  
The goal of this paper is to identify factors which are influential for the estab-
lishment or non-establishment of blocking. It will be shown that a specific constel-
lation of factors led to a situation which made morphological blocking unnecessary 
in the specific case of nouns ending in a schwa in Dutch. Due to this lack of neces-
sity, no blocking principles were established in contrast with most other nouns.  
The argument presented in this paper is based on the general theoretical assump-
tion that morphological meaning is not only expressed through morphological 
segments, but rather through more general output structures, e.g. prosodic princi-
ples. For example, in Dutch the prosodic output structure of ending in a trochaic 
foot is generally associated with plural forms on nouns.7 Such output-based ac-
counts have been developed in perception-based morphological theories in recent 
years, e.g. in some a-morphous accounts (cf. ANDERSON 1992, NEEF 1996). Con-
cepts from schema theory (cf. BYBEE 1988, KÖPCKE 1993) are used to support this 
argument. On the background of these theoretical accounts, it is argued in section 4 
that there may be cases in which morphological blocking is unnecessary, because – 
from an output perspective – a grammatical function is equally well expressed by 
different markers. 
 
 
 
 
–––––––—–– 
7  Of course there are also stems consisting of trochaic feet – i.e. also in their singular form – like 
appel ‘apple’. The assumptions are based on a prototype theory abstracting from the fact that most 
of the Dutch noun stems are monosyllabic, whereas plural forms are nearly always at least bisyl-
labic (cf. section 4 for further details). 
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2. Plural allomorphy in current Dutch 
Dutch belongs to those Germanic languages which have reduced complexity in 
noun morphology to a considerable degree (cf. DAMMEL & KÜRSCHNER 2008). 
Case morphology was abolished in Dutch. The number of allomorphs for the num-
ber category was also reduced, resulting in only two productive suppletive plural 
allomorphs (-s and -(e)n), while the singular is always unmarked.8  
According to BOOIJ (2002:24) these two plural allomorphs are conditioned by a 
prosodic output condition: “A plural noun ends in a trochee.” For this reason, 
monosyllabic nouns usually build the plural form by adding the syllabic suffix -en, 
which is most often pronounced as [ə], cf. huiz-en ‘houses’.9 The same holds for 
nouns ending in a stressed syllable, cf. kolóss-en ‘colossuses’, and derivates ending 
in a syllable which bears secondary stress, cf. verzamel+ing-en ‘assemblies’, 
weten+schapp-en ‘sciences’ etc.  
When a stem ends in an unstressed syllable, the unsyllabic suffixes -s or -n are 
used. In nouns ending in a combination of schwa and a sonorant, only -s appears, 
cf. lepel-s ‘spoons’, bezem-s ‘brooms’. Nouns ending in a schwa can often have 
either -s or -n, as described in deeper detail below. Words with a variable stress 
position appear with a syllabic as well as an unsyllabic suffix, depending on the 
stress position chosen in the stem, cf. mótor-s/motór-en ‘motors’. Taking all these 
conditions into account, the distribution can be most accurately described through 
the output condition that a plural form must end in a trochaic foot.10  
Although the plural allomorphs of most nouns are thus conditioned highly relia-
bly, a part of the Dutch noun lexicon is characterized by doublets in plural forma-
tion. There are two types of doublets: In the first type, one form agrees with the 
prosodic conditioning principle, whereas the other form deviates from it. For ex-
ample, doorn-en ‘thorns’ and teken-s are in conformity with the trochee principle 
in contrast with the alternative plural forms doorn-s and teken-en. Examples of this 
type are listed in Appendix 2. In the second type, both forms are in accordance 
with the trochee principle. The two unsyllabic suffixes -s and -n compete in one 
specific context. This is on polysyllabic nouns ending in a schwa, i.e. mostly a 
trochaic foot, cf. schade-s vs. schade-n ‘damages’, type-s vs. type-n ‘types’, vita-
mine-s vs. vitamine-n ‘vitamins’ etc. Nouns of this kind are not very frequent in 
Dutch, in which final schwa on stems was apocoped to a high extent. Still, the re-
maining nouns are very often characterized by varying plural formation – the only 
fully regular exception being diminutives in -je which always take an s-suffix, cf. 
–––––––—–– 
8  This holds for the central part of the native lexicon. The morphology of foreign nouns does not 
always conform to these basic properties of the Dutch morphological system. 
9  The pronunciation of the en-allomorph is subject to variation in regional standard varieties. In the 
North-Eastern and South-Western parts of the Dutch-speaking area, final -n is often pronounced, 
while n-apocope shapes most of the other areas, cf. DE SCHUTTER (2001). The n-less form is gener-
ally considered to be the superregional variant (cf. HAESERYN et al. 1997:167).  
10  Cf. also VAN DER HULST & KOOIJ (1998). Of course, not all nouns are subject to this distribution, 
cf. the irregularities in (2a) above, section 1. Furthermore, irregular stem alternation is found on 
some nouns, cf. schip – schepen, stad – steden. For a broader overview of Dutch plural formation 
including irregularities cf. e.g. BOOIJ (2002:21-34), HAESERYN et al. (21997:165-184), and VAN 
HAERINGEN (1949). 
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huis+je-s ‘small houses’. Examples for this type of variation are listed in Appendix 
3. 
The first type of doublets can be observed in various cases. Often, doublets are 
found in a functional distribution distinguishing between different semantic notions 
of homonym stems (cf. HAESERYN et al. 1997:183-184). The word bal, e.g., is 
polysemous – as in English – for the meaning ‘ball (toy)’ and for ‘ball (gala)’. The 
plural form ballen is used for the former meaning, the plural form bals mostly for 
the second. For other words which are not polysemous, but still have variable plu-
ral forms, the following tendencies have been described: The en-plural is more 
often used in written language, while -s dominates in the spoken language. BOOIJ 
& VAN SANTEN (1998:97) claim that those forms which are not in accordance with 
the trochee principle have “a special character”, while the trochee forms are un-
marked.11  
With reference to Kiparsky’s account of blocking described in Section 1, both 
plural forms are equally economical (both forms consist of one stem + one suffix). 
Even though the forms in some cases bear different pragmatic connotations in use 
– such as higher formality with en-forms – both allomorphs can also be regarded as 
equally expressive, since they both fulfill their grammatical function of marking 
plural meaning to the same extent.  
The doublets of the first type are remainders of earlier free competition between 
s- and en-plurals. Due to the establishment of the prosodically-based condition 
favoring the allomorph which forms a trochee, one of the plural allomorphs was 
blocked in most instances. This conditioning thus forms a constraint even stronger 
than economy and expressiveness. Therefore, the number of doublets of this kind is 
now limited and no new nouns have developed this kind of double plural since the 
trochee condition was fully established. As type 1 is thus unproductive and limited, 
we focus only on type 2 in the following.  
In contrast with the irregular doublets of type 1, doublets of type 2 are com-
pletely regular with respect to Dutch plural formation, i.e. according to the trochee 
condition, in both forms. In contrast with the doublets of type 1, new words of the 
specific structure – ending in a schwa – can also be expected to form plurals with 
both allomorphs without preference. We are thus dealing with non-blocking which 
– at least at first glance – is not constrained by any further condition in plural for-
mation. 
In the following section the history of Dutch plural formation is studied, with the 
aim of pointing out the reasons which led to the appearance and preservation of 
doublets. For this reason we will contrast the history of Dutch with that of two 
closely related languages, German and Afrikaans.  
 
 
 
 
–––––––—–– 
11  Since some dialects only possess one of the forms described (cf. DE ROOIJ 1974), the existence of 
doublets in Standard Dutch may also be related to geographical variation. 
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3. The emergence of (non-)blocking in contrast: The diachrony of Dutch, 
German, and Afrikaans plural allomorphy 
In contrast with Dutch, the standard languages of Modern German and Afrikaans 
are not characterized by doublets to a high extent, especially not with respect to 
nouns ending in a schwa. In German, instead, plurals of this group of nouns are 
usually formed with an n-suffix (cf. Bote-n ‘messengers’), whereas in Afrikaans an 
s-suffix is used (cf. bode-s ‘messengers’).  
Both languages are closely related to Dutch: Dutch and German originate from 
the same branch of West Germanic. The neighboring languages constituted a 
common Low and Middle German dialect continuum in the early Middle Ages. 
Only when standardization came about in connection with nation building did the 
two distinct languages evolve into separate social units. Afrikaans is one of the 
youngest Germanic languages. Dutch colonists settled at the Cape in the 17th cen-
tury and kept speaking their Dutch dialects. From that point of time on, the lan-
guage developed distinctly from Dutch with low-scale creolization effects. Many 
grammatical structures of Afrikaans are still very similar to Dutch, and the written 
languages are mutually intelligible to a high extent. 
In the following, we will focus on the question of how plural doublets in Dutch 
arose, and what happened in German and Afrikaans in contrast with Dutch. An 
explanation will be sought in inner-linguistic factors.  
 
3.1 Dutch and German in contrast 
Dutch and German both belong to the West Germanic language subfamily. Some 
divergences between the Old High German and the Old Dutch (i.e. Old Low Fran-
conian) dialects already occur in the oldest accessible documents, but generally the 
linguistic structures are still quite similar in these early stages. Plural formation 
clearly begins to diverge between the Old and Middle High German and Old and 
Middle Dutch periods, respectively. As the emergence of doublets is strongly con-
nected with the parallel development of prosodic conditioning principles in both 
languages, it is the area of focus in the following first subsection. After that, a com-
parative view on the broad range of conditioning principles is provided in order to 
show other relevant factors. 
 
3.1.1 The emergence of prosodic conditioning principles  
Before actually focusing on the cases of interest, the necessary background in-
formation is to be provided by presenting general developments in the history of 
nominal plural marking in Dutch and German. The main point of interest is the 
reduction of zero plurals and the subsequent development of similar, but in detail 
slightly different output-based prosodic conditioning principles, because these con-
stitute one of the most important factors for the preservation or loss of doublets. 
We will then come back to the emergence and development of plural doublets in 
the specific groups of nouns introduced in section 2.  
The historical developments sketched in the following are based on language his-
tories and grammars. For German, central information stems from e.g. BRAUNE & 
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REIFFENSTEIN (152004), PAUL et al. (241998), and WEGERA (1987). For Dutch, 
information is drawn from e.g. MARYNISSEN (1996), and VAN LOEY (61960). 
 
a) Background: Outline of the history of plural marking in Dutch and German 
In Old Dutch and Old High German, full vowels were not yet restricted to certain 
positions of the word, i.e. they occurred in stressed as well as unstressed syllables. 
Due to the strong first syllable accent in Germanic, vowels in unstressed syllables 
were mostly reduced in the further development of both languages, cf. e.g. Old 
High German geba > Middle High German gebe ‘gift’.  
In some declension classes, this had the effect that the forms of such prominent 
positions as nominative singular and nominative plural merged, i.e. the formal de-
velopment resulted in syncretisms in morphological paradigms. This is the case 
with feminine ō-stems like geba, for example, cf. Old High German nom. sg. geba 
– nom. pl. gebā > geba – geba > Middle High German gebe – gebe ‘gift’. The most 
prominent plural case and the most prominent singular case were now in zero op-
position.12  
Both in the history of Dutch and of German, most of the following developments 
can be interpreted as leading to the reduction or even loss of this newly established 
zero plural marking. In Dutch, all nouns with zero plural were transferred to suf-
fixed classes. Figure 1 illustrates this in a schematized diagram of the develop-
ments in the biggest plural classes from Old Dutch to Middle Dutch. 
Figure 1: The reduction of plural allomorphy from Old Dutch to Middle Dutch  
The diagram shows right away that a strong gender correlation, which estab-
lished a border between neuters and non-neuters in Old Dutch, was abolished in 
Middle Dutch. The classes with a- and i-suffixes, most characteristic with femini-
nes and masculines, merged through vowel reduction. In this way, the number of 
big classes was reduced from three to two for non-neuters.  
–––––––—–– 
12  In the following the focus is on the contrast between nominative singular and nominative plural, 
which are considered the main number markers for the following reasons: In later stages of devel-
opment – both in Dutch and in German – the fused case-number marking is separated. The newly 
emerging number markers are then reanalyzed based on the markers in the nominative positions. A 
notation of morphological contrasts which is indicated by a hyphen contrasts (nominative) singular 
forms with (nominative) plural forms in the remainder of this article, as e.g. in child – children. 
 
Old Dutch 
 
 
 
 
Middle 
Dutch 
Feminines Masculines Neuters 
-a/-i 
-on
zero 
-er 
-e
-n
-er 
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With regard to the neuters, neither of the two former classes obtained stronger 
productivity. The small class of neuters with er-plural, which consisted of c. 15 
nouns (and still exists in Modern Dutch in the extended form -eren), was not ex-
tended at all. Neither did the zero class (the former neuter a-stems) maintain its 
high productivity. Instead, the nouns from this class were transferred to the two 
non-neuter classes, which had gained strongly in type frequency, cf. Old Dutch 
skuoi – skuoi-Ø > Middle Dutch scoe – scoe-n ‘shoe’ and Old Dutch wort – wort-Ø 
> Middle Dutch wort – word-e ‘word’.  
The two remaining productive allomorphs were no longer conditioned by gender, 
but rather by the stem’s final sound: -n followed vowels, -e consonants. As this 
system spread to all nouns, zero plurals were lost entirely. 
A similar reduction of zero plurals can be observed in the history of German: All 
monosyllabic nouns with a zero plural were transferred into suffixed plural classes. 
In this way, the large zero plural class of strong neuter a-stems was transferred into 
the e- or the er-class, cf. Middle High German wort – wort-Ø > wort – wort-e/wört-
er ‘word’. In addition to the monosyllabic stems, most of the feminine bisyllabic ō-
stems were transferred into the weak feminine declension class, cf. Middle High 
German gebe – gebe-Ø > gebe – gebe-n.  
However, German also developed new zero plurals in some classes. The for-
merly differentiating plural-suffix was often apocoped on bisyllabic nouns ending 
in a combination of a schwa and a sonorant, cf. Old High German fingar – fingar-a 
> Middle High German finger – finger-e > finger – finger-Ø. While suffixation was 
made obligatory for all monosyllabic nouns and those bisyllabic nouns which 
ended in a schwa, a new zero marking was thus surprisingly accepted with the 
group of bisyllabic nouns ending in a consonantal sonorant. 
 OHG MHG MHG NHG 
monosyllabic wort-Ø wort-Ø wort-Ø > wort-e/-er  
bisyllabic 
 
tag-e  
 
tag-e 
 
tag-e 
finger-Ø 
Wört-er/Wort-e 
‘words’ 
Tag-e ‘days’ 
Finger-Ø ‘fingers’ 
trisyllabic fingara fingere > finger-Ø   
 OD MD MD ND 
monosyllabic skuo-i  wort-Ø 
scoe-n  
wort-Ø > word-e 
scoe-n > scoen-en  
bisyllabic 
 
 
dal-e  
 
 
dal-e 
 
word-e (> woord-en) 
dal-e (> dal-en) 
schoen-en ‘shoes’ 
woord-en ‘words’ 
dal-en ‘valleys’ 
rechter-s ‘judges’ 
trisyllabic rechter-en  rechter-en > rechter-e rechter-e > rechter-s  
Table 1: Emergence of trochee principles in plural formation in German and Dutch13 
This development in German is caused by the emerging principle of bisyllabic, 
trochaic plural forms, as illustrated in the upper half of Table 1. Whereas plural 
forms occurred in mono-, bi-, and trisyllabic form with considerable frequency in 
–––––––—–– 
13  OHG = Old High German, MHG = Middle High German, NHG = New High German, OD = Old 
Dutch, MD = Middle Dutch, ND = New Dutch. 
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Old High German, in New High German most plural forms are bisyllabic, i.e. tro-
chaic. This holds for both monosyllabic and bisyllabic (singular) stems.  
In a first step of the development towards Middle High German, the emergence 
of a maximum syllable number for plural forms can be observed. Trisyllabic plural 
forms are mostly reduced, and new zero plurals occur with nouns ending in the 
schwa+sonorant-combinations -el, -en, or -er. The maximum syllable number 
seems to have higher priority than the reduction of zero plurals.  
As a result, since the number of bisyllabic plural forms increases, the prosodic 
structure of trochees becomes more and more prominent for plural forms and gains 
influence on all other plural forms not conforming to this principle. Monosyllabic 
stems therefore become syllabically suffixed in the plural, so they form trochees as 
well.  
In Dutch, a similar development can be observed in a later phase of Middle 
Dutch, cf. Table 1, lower half. At first, the Old Dutch zero plural class is trans-
ferred to the e-class. Then the n-plural on monosyllabic stems is abandoned in fa-
vor of a syllabic plural suffix. This often happens through reinterpretation of the 
plural-n as belonging to the stem, cf. scoe – scoen > scoen – scoene(n) ‘shoe’.  
Trochaic plural forms obviously capture a dominant position in Dutch (cf. 
MARYNISSEN 1996:388), similarly to the developments in German. Consequently, 
the number of trisyllabic plural forms is reduced as well. But instead of establish-
ing new zero plural forms as in German, a different solution is adopted in Dutch: 
The unsyllabic plural allomorph -s is now used with these stems. 
The s-allomorph was not a productive suffix in Old Dutch. Actually it only ap-
pears once in all available Old Dutch manuscripts, i.e. according to the sources of 
Old and Middle Dutch we deal with a new plural suffix. It first appears with the 
group of nomina agentis, which historically belong to the old ja-stems, cf. Middle 
Dutch rechters ‘judges’.  
This allomorph likely stems from a group of Ingwaeonic Dutch dialects which 
have kept the s-plural from the masculine a-declensions (cf. the discussions in 
PHILIPPA 1981, 1982). Generalizing from the fact that the nomina agentis-stems 
ended in -er, the appearance of the s-allomorph was then based on the formal con-
dition of a final sound combination in -er, which was then further extended to all 
stems ending on schwa+sonorant-combinations, namely -el, -en, -em, and -er. 
In this way, in contrast with German there was no new zero plural established 
with bisyllabic nouns in Dutch. Instead, another unsyllabic allomorph was used, 
and it increased strongly in productivity, giving support to the new condition of 
suffixed bisyllabic plural forms in the whole noun lexicon. As in German, an out-
put principle of trochaic plural forms was established. 
The further development of Dutch reveals another major change: After a new 
plural allomorph had arisen in the form of the s-suffix, the number of plural allo-
morphs was reduced once more through the loss of the e-suffix. At the same time, a 
new, syllabic variant for the n-suffix is established. Two productive suppletive 
allomorphs remain, the (e)n- and the s-suffix.  
Different theories exist with respect to this development (cf. VAN LOEY 
61960:100): On the one hand, the en-suffix can possibly be analyzed as a generali-
zation of the dative-plural-suffix, which had been -n in all paradigms. On the other 
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hand, we could be dealing with the emergence of a syllabic variant of the n-
allomorph which already existed, leading to a generalization of -(e)n where the s-
suffix did not apply.  
The result of these developments is the plural system of Modern Dutch, with two 
suppletive allomorphs -(e)n and -s, one of which consists of two phonological al-
lomorphs in a syllabic and an unsyllabic form, -en and -n.  
The plural systems of Modern Dutch and New High German are thus both char-
acterized by a trochee principle for plural formation. In the further development of 
German this principle is even overruled by a superior principle which is called the 
“reduced syllable plural” (NEEF 1998), i.e. plural forms are characterized by ending 
in a reduced syllable. Even if they are bisyllabic and trochaic, nouns which do not 
end in a reduced syllable are for this reason suffixed with a marker constituting a 
reduced syllable, cf. Teppich – Teppiche ‘carpet’.14  
The difference between the pure trochee plural of Dutch and the reduced syllable 
plural of German becomes obvious on nouns with possible stress shift, like German 
Motor ‘motor’ or Professor ‘professor’. These are always suffixed with -en be-
cause of the reduced syllable plural, cf. (3a). In contrast, because for Dutch motor 
and professor the trochee plural is the only and superior principle of plural forma-
tion, both the unsyllabic s-plural and the syllabic en-plural can appear, the only 
condition being that the stress of the stem is set at the correct place to form a tro-
chee (cf. 3b). 
 
(3)  a German  Mótor – Motór-en Proféssor – Professór-en 
  b Dutch  mótor – mótors/motór-en proféssor – proféssor-s/professór-en 
 
b) Output-based plural marking and plural doublets 
On the basis of this outline of the history of plural formation in Dutch and Ger-
man, we can now return to the questions of why regular plural doublets are ob-
served in Dutch in contrast with German.  
In principle, the examples in (3) indicate why the system of Dutch plural forma-
tion is so flexible: The only (prosodic) condition for plural forms is the formation 
of trochees, and doublets may come up whenever this condition is fulfilled by more 
than one allomorph. The German system is not that flexible, however, having the 
superior condition that the plural form needs to end in a reduced syllable.  
Those cases which constitute the main focus, the nouns ending in a schwa, are 
now to be addressed. In German, most bisyllabic nouns ending in a schwa resulted 
from the ō-class and the weak n-stems. As early as the Middle High German pe-
riod, all these nouns gathered in a homogeneous declension class with n-plural (see 
above). 
In Middle Dutch more or less all nouns ending in a vowel are characterized by an 
n-plural, and so are the nouns ending in a schwa. Nonetheless, in the further devel-
opment of Dutch the s-plural becomes highly productive, and begins spreading to 
–––––––—–– 
14  This does not hold for nouns ending in a full vowel, which are uncommon in German and accord-
ingly take the plural marker for atypical nouns, namely -s, cf. Tempo – Tempos ‘speed’, Oma – 
Omas ‘grandmother’. 
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all nouns which fulfill its criterion for appearance – by ending in an unstressed 
syllable so a trochee plural can be built.  
The stems ending in schwa+sonorant-combinations thus lost their syllabic plural 
in favor of the unsyllabic s-plural. But the nouns ending in a schwa, which had a 
trochaic plural in -n before, also met the criteria for the s-plural. Since both -s and -
n are unsyllabic and therefore well-suited to form a trochee plural, this results in 
competition between both unsyllabic plural suffixes on stems in schwa.  
In conclusion, one reason for the fact that productive plural doublets came up in 
Dutch is the output condition of trochee plurals, combined with the fact that a new 
unsyllabic allomorph gained strongly in productivity on stems on which another 
unsyllabic suffix was yet in use. In German, output principles have come up in a 
similar fashion, but in contrast with Dutch, no doublets emerged on nouns in schwa 
since there was no competing unsyllabic suffix.  
 
3.1.2 Conditioning principles in Dutch and German 
In the last section, the parallel emergence of prosodic conditioning principles for 
plural allomorphs has been shown. At the same time it became clear that differ-
ences between the Dutch and German plural systems occurred. In this section the 
effects the parallel and divergent developments had on the plural systems of Mod-
ern Dutch and Modern German are addressed.  
The most remarkable divergence between the two languages is the difference in 
the number of plural allomorphs. In Dutch the number of suppletive allomorphs 
was reduced to three, two of which are still productive. German, by contrast, has a 
high number of productive allomorphs, with -(e)n, zero, -e, -e-umlaut (i.e. -e in 
combination with umlaut, cf. Grund – Gründe ‘reason’), and -s. There is also a 
frequent allomorph which has lost productivity: -er (when possible in combination 
with umlaut) appears with c. 100 nouns, most of which are highly token frequent, 
cf. Kind – Kind-er ‘child’ or Haus – Häuser ‘house’.15 Umlaut without additional 
suffixation is also found – as in Garten – Gärten ‘garden’ – but is no longer pro-
ductive.  
The languages also differ strongly with respect to conditioning principles. The 
German conditioning is rather complex, in accordance with the high number of 
allomorphs to be conditioned, while in Dutch, there are no dominant conditioning 
principles apart from the main prosodic criterion of building a trochee plural. 
The main difference is established in connection with the abandoning of gender 
conditioning in Dutch: In the development from Old to Middle Dutch, the condi-
tioning of the two remaining allomorphs is based on formal grounds, as shown in 
the previous section. German, instead, preserves a conditioning based on gender for 
the high number of allomorphs remaining in Middle High German. This condition-
ing is even strengthened: The (e)n-suffix is mainly connected with feminine gen-
–––––––—–– 
15  In Dutch, 15 neuter nouns have preserved the plural formation in -eren, in which the productive 
suffix -en has been added to the old and unproductive suffix -er (cf. Appendix 1). These 15 nouns 
are highly token frequent. Still, in German the number of nouns with an er-plural is much higher, 
and this allomorph has also spread to masculines, which shows that it has had a higher productivity 
than in Dutch. 
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der, while masculines and neuters are characterized by sharing all other plural al-
lomorphs.  
The resulting conditioning system in New High German is dominantly based on 
gender and prosody. The gender criterion mainly conditions the suppletive allo-
morphs, while the phonological allomorphs are distributed with respect to the pro-
sodic criterion. Even the suppletive allomorphs -e and zero are distributed accord-
ing to the trochee principles as phonological variants. Monosyllabic stems take the 
e-suffix (Hund – Hund-e ‘dog’), while bisyllabic stems appear with zero marking 
(Engel – Engel-Ø ‘angel’). In this way, these two allomorphs are combined into 
one suppletive allomorph -(e). The same holds for the umlaut variants, the allo-
morph being -(e)-umlaut, cf. Grund – Gründe ‘reason’, Garten – Gärten ‘garden’.  
Prosody (phonological allomorphs)  
Monosyllabic Bisyllabic 
Feminine -(e)n -en: Schlacht-en ‘wars’ -n: Tasche-n ‘bags’ 
-(e) -e: Hund-e (m). ‘dogs’ -Ø: Engel-Ø  (m.) ‘angel’ 
-(e)-uml. -e-uml.: Gründ-e (m.) ‘reason’ -Ø-uml.: Gärten (m). ‘gardens’ Ge
nd
er
 
(s
up
pl
et
iv
e 
al
lo
-
m
or
ph
s)
 
Masculine 
& Neuter -er -er: Kind-er (n.) ‘children’ – 
Table 2: Schematized plural allomorph conditioning in New High German 
Table 2 describes the New High German plural system.16 In contrast with the 
complex conditioning structures of German, the Dutch system can be explained 
without a table: Finally stressed nouns take -en, nouns with non-final stress -s or -n. 
Within the group of nouns with non-final stress, nouns ending in a consonantal 
sonorant or in -je only take -s. The Dutch system turns out to have reduced com-
plexity to a high extent, in the number of allomorphs as well as in the number and 
quality of conditioning principles. 
With respect to the emergence of plural doublets, it seems that this reduction of 
complexity in the plural system has made it possible to keep plural doublets in the 
system. In German the productive appearance of allomorphs is strongly condi-
tioned by several structural properties of the stem. Despite their high number, 
German plural allomorphs are well-distributed. In Dutch, the number of allomorphs 
is much lower, but since the conditioning has been reduced to only one dominant 
principle, it is more variable than in German. After all, the reduction of system 
complexity proved to be a window of opportunity for plural doublets to stay, be-
cause no other dominant conditioning factor – such as gender in German – is re-
tained to determine the distribution of the unsyllabic allomorphs -s and -n on nouns 
in schwa.  
 
3.2 Dutch and Afrikaans in contrast 
The Dutch-German comparison reveals strong differences in plural formation. 
By contrast, Afrikaans plural formation is very similar to that of Dutch. This is due 
–––––––—–– 
16  In fact, the gender conditioning is not as strict as indicated here: Weak masculines, e.g., appear in 
a special declension class with (e)n-markers, and c. 35-40 feminines bear the e-umlaut-plural. Ad-
ditionally, some subclasses are sensitive to semantic and morphological conditioning factors. Due 
to space limitations, they cannot be treated in this article. 
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to the fact that Dutch plural formation was already reduced in complexity to a con-
siderable degree when Afrikaans began to develop independently.  
The starting point of the independent development of Afrikaans is Early Modern 
Dutch. In the 17th century, Dutch tradesmen settled at the Cape and built a colony 
where they continued using their dialectal varieties. The language also spread to 
native inhabitants, which was followed by some low-scale creolization effects. 
Much like German, hardly any regularly-conditioned plural doublets are found in 
Afrikaans. Since Afrikaans also differs from Dutch in this respect, historical devel-
opments of Dutch and Afrikaans are now considered in contrast. 
In large parts of the Dutch dialect area, apocope of final -n can be observed. This 
is also true for the standard variety in these areas. Still, as part of the plural allo-
morph -(e)n, the -n is sometimes realized even in apocoping areas, either when 
formal articulation is wished, or – for linguistic reasons – before a following 
vowel-initial word, when a hiatus is avoided (cf. HAESERYN et al. 1997:167). This 
shows that Dutch-speakers still have knowledge of the /n/ in plural formation, even 
though it is most often apocoped in realization. In this way, competition between 
unsyllabic -n and -s was retained. 
By contrast, the apocope of final -n spread over the whole linguistic system of 
Afrikaans. This is also true for plural formation, which at first glance is very simi-
lar to that of Dutch: There are two very frequent and productive allomorphs of 
which -s is formally identical with the same allomorph in Dutch, whereas -e is the 
apocoped form of the Dutch en-allomorph.  
In addition, a variant of the e-allomorph emerges in the form of -te: In stems end-
ing in -st and other consonant clusters in -t, the stem was reduced due to apocope 
of final -t in word-final clusters (cf. PONELIS 1993:185). In plural forms, however, 
the onset-t was reanalyzed as being part of the plural allomorph, cf. beest – beest-e 
> bees – bees-te ‘cow’ or nagt – nagt-e > nag – nag-te ‘night’. In spoken Afri-
kaans, the new suffix then spread to other words, most of which end in -s, cf. bos – 
boste ‘bunch’, klas – klaste ‘class’ etc.  
As in Dutch, double suffixes have been preserved in a small number of nouns. 
These occur not only in the form -ere – the equivalent of Dutch -eren (cf. liedere 
‘songs’, volkere ‘peoples’) – but also in -ers, which occurs in a wide range of 
Dutch dialects as well, cf. kinders ‘children’, lammers ‘lambs’. This allomorph has 
also spread to a small number of other stems, cf. maters ‘pals’, klippers ‘stones’ 
etc. 
In the history of Afrikaans, as in Dutch, there has been competition between -s 
and -e, which in the 18th century was still rather unsystematic. Regularization can 
be observed in the development to present-day Afrikaans. It resulted in a reduction 
of plural doublets such as hotels vs. hotelle ‘hotels’ or gewere vs. geweers ‘rifles’.  
The distribution of the syllabic vs. unsyllabic suffixes in current Afrikaans is de-
scribed in a clear-cut account by RAIDT (1983:129-133), who identifies the stress 
position in the stem as main conditioning criterion: Stems with word-final stress 
take the syllabic e- or te-suffixes, cf. monosyllabics as boek – boeke ‘book’, huis – 
huise ‘house’, finally stressed polysyllabics as beróép – beróépe ‘profession’, 
kamél – kaméle ‘camel’, and stems ending in suffixes which have (or have had) 
phonological word status such as leerling – leerlinge ‘apprentice’, begrafnis – be-
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grafnisse ‘funeral’. The s-suffix appears mainly with polysyllabic stems ending in 
an unstressed syllable, cf. bode – bodes ‘messenger’, appel – appels ‘apple’, and 
also in unstressed suffixes which do not have phonological word status, cf. sondaar 
– sondaars ‘sinner’, dikkerd – dikkerds ‘thick person’. 
From this distribution it is concluded that the main conditioning rule for plural 
allomorphs in Afrikaans is the same as in Dutch, namely that the plural form 
should end in a trochaic foot. Further evidence for this can be found in the fact that, 
much like in Dutch, plural doublets remain in some stems with variable stress, cf. 
professóre vs. proféssors ‘professors’ and lektóre vs. léktors ‘lecturers’.  
Of course, as is expected, exceptions to this rule are also found. As in Dutch, 
terms for persons, especially kinship terms, often appear with s-plural despite being 
finally stressed, cf. oom-s ‘uncles’, seun-s ‘sons’. Some borrowed derivational 
suffixes with final stress regularly appear with s-plural as well, cf. -eur in akteur-s 
‘actors’, or -ier in juwelier-s ‘jeweler’.  
The overall picture is that of a trochee plural system strongly comparable to that 
in Dutch. Nevertheless, much fewer doublets are observed in Afrikaans than in 
Dutch. Especially in the case of nouns ending in schwa, no variation whatsoever is 
found in Afrikaans. All nouns of this structure take the same suffix, namely -s, cf. 
groente-s ‘vegetables’, geliefde-s ‘lovers’, gesteente-s ‘rocks’ etc.  
The historical reason for this is the following: Through the apocope of final -n, 
the suffix -(e)n was reduced to -(e). While the syllabic form appears as a schwa, 
this suffix establishes zero plurals when the stem already ends in a schwa. In paral-
lel with Dutch, zero plurals are avoided in Afrikaans. Since the s-suffix spread to 
other trochaic nouns, it could also easily be used with stems in schwa, as it is in 
Dutch. But in contrast with Dutch, there is no competing unsyllabic allomorph -n, 
which would make blocking necessary. The main reason for the strong reduction of 
the number of plural doublets in Afrikaans is therefore the reduction of allomorphy 
due to general n-apocope, which resulted in only one unsyllabic suffix. This suffix 
could spread to all stems to which it was applicable. 
 
3.3 Summary 
In the above section it has been shown that two factors separated Dutch from the 
two contrasted languages:  
a) In contrast with German and Dutch, the apocope of final -n shapes all word-
forms in Afrikaans, while it is restricted by certain conditions in Dutch and not 
applicable in Standard German. 
b) Both Dutch and Afrikaans fully phase out zero plurals. German, by contrast, 
retains zero plurals with some nouns already ending in a reduced syllable. The 
question of why German differs from the other languages in this respect cannot be 
answered sufficiently. We can only speculate about two factors which play a role in 
the reduction of zero plurals:  
i) Plural information belongs to the highly relevant inherent morphology of 
nouns and therefore generally tends to be marked on the noun instead of the sur-
rounding syntax according to BYBEE’S (1985) relevance principle.  
ii) When the information is marked on agreement targets in the surrounding syn-
tax, however, zero marking may not cause any problems. A comparison of plural 
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marking in the surrounding syntax and additional noun morphology in four Ger-
manic languages in KÜRSCHNER (2008:245) shows that the more a language has 
reduced zero plurals, the less it has retained redundant plural marking through 
agreement in the surrounding syntax or in additional morphology.17 Still, this is a 
problem of what comes first, the chicken or the egg. We do not know if the reduc-
tion/preservation of zero plurals causes the loss/extension of plural marking on 
agreement targets, or if on the contrary extension or loss of plural marking on the 
agreement targets causes the reduction or obligatory marking of plural on nouns. 
Two decisive circumstances for the absence/presence of morphological blocking 
can be described in connection with factors a) and b): 
Number of allomorphs: While the German plural allomorphy remains highly 
complex by retaining a high number of allomorphs, this complexity is reduced 
considerably in Dutch and Afrikaans. This is particularly clear in Afrikaans, which 
exhibits only a single unsyllabic plural formative. 
Number and quality of dominant conditioning principles: The number of al-
lomorphs is strongly connected with the number of principles of primary distribu-
tion. In retaining a complex conditioning mainly based on gender and prosody, the 
high number of allomorphs in German is mostly regularly distributed. In Afrikaans, 
only one dominant conditioning factor, that of a trochee plural, is sufficient for the 
low number of allomorphs. In Dutch, the same conditioning factor cannot capture 
all the allomorphy, as two unsyllabic allomorphs remain. This is why varying plu-
ral formation occurs with stems in final schwa. 
 
4. Morphological non-blocking in Dutch: Explanations from an output 
perspective 
From contrasting the histories of plural formation in Dutch, German, and Afri-
kaans, the number of allomorphs and of the conditioning principles for allomorphs 
could be identified as crucial criteria for the (non-)establishment of morphological 
blocking. Nevertheless, these varying circumstances are accompanied by a com-
mon characteristic of the three languages: They all develop output-based allomorph 
conditioning in the course of their history.  
In this section, the output principles are considered as a crucial factor for the es-
tablishment of (non-) blocking. To be more precise, an account of cases that fail to 
exhibit blocking effects will be presented. To test this account, some conditioning 
factors claimed to govern a new distribution of -n and -s with stems in final schwa 
in Dutch are taken into consideration. 
Output principles involved in the three languages are considered first, and a syn-
chronic view on the three languages is employed on the basis of their current 
statuses. In all three languages, plural formation is most often characterized by the 
formation of trochaic feet. In German the factor of ending in a reduced syllable is 
–––––––—–– 
17  In fact, the Scandinavian languages such as Danish and Swedish, which retain zero plurals to a 
high degree, are characterized by a morphological definiteness/number-suffix, which, when appli-
cable, also marks number, cf. Swedish hus ‘house’ hus-et ‘the house’ – hus-Ø ‘houses’ – hus-en 
‘the houses’. 
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predominant, but trochees are most frequent in this case as well. Following from 
this, all three languages not only mark the plural through special segmental end-
ings, but also through a specific prosodic structure marking morphologically com-
plex word forms.  
Some examples from investigations in German plural formation may illustrate 
this: On the basis of Schema Theory (cf. BYBEE 1988), KÖPCKE (1993:88-89) de-
scribes German plural formation by using a range of prototypes which are based on 
singular-plural-oppositions. These ‘schemas’ are ordered on a scale. The strongest 
singular schema is found in a monosyllabic prototype, the strongest plural schema 
in a bisyllabic – and trochaic – prototype.18  
Generalizing on the basis of the reduced syllable plural, a prototypical singular 
form is associated with final stress, while plural forms are prototypically associated 
with ending in a reduced syllable, which is always unstressed in German. Addi-
tionally, there is a segmental condition saying that the plural allomorph must end in 
a sonorant.19  
These singular and plural prototypes are motivated through their high frequency 
in the lexicon of German, through the historical development resulting in more and 
more singular and plural forms of the prototype kind in the lexicon, and also 
through the results of psycholinguistic experiments reported in KÖPCKE (1993:183-
203). Of course, a description based on prototypes allows for exceptions which do 
not conform to this principle. On this basis, the considerable number of stems in 
bisyllabic singular forms (like Schlüssel ‘key’ or Tasche ‘bag’) is also part of the 
description. They only deviate from the strongest schemas in their singular form.  
Based on a schema theory like this, plural formation is not only connected with 
specific segments, as it has been described in more traditional, purely rule-based 
accounts. Plural formation is instead described on the basis of highly general proto-
typical features which are based on prosody. The idea behind this description is 
that language learners and users get used to the association of formal singular pro-
totypes with singular meaning, and plural prototypes with plural meaning, by way 
of language reception. Lexical connections are made by connecting specific pro-
sodic forms with meanings and abstracting prototypes from these associations (cf. 
BYBEE 1988). 
The description with schemas can easily be adapted to Dutch and Afrikaans. The 
noun lexicons of these languages can even be described as much more homogene-
ous than that of German: Singular forms are prototypically monosyllabic and end 
in a stressed syllable. Plural forms, by contrast, are prototypically polysyllabic and 
end in a trochaic foot. Additionally, Dutch and Afrikaans plural forms are associ-
ated with a deviation from the stem form, which is formed by adding a segmental 
ending. NEEF (1998:256) has described this kind of condition as a “Design Condi-
tion of Difference to the Base”, which in German is only valid for the special class 
of s-plurals, but in Dutch and Afrikaans characterizes the whole noun lexicon.  
–––––––—–– 
18  Köpcke also includes information about the segmental form of the plural suffixes and about the 
form of the determiner, which are not considered in this summary. 
19  Nouns ending in a reduced syllable with final obstruent, by contrast, do not signal the plural suffi-
ciently. Here, a syllabic suffix is added, cf. Abend-e ‘evenings’, Kirmess-en ‘fairs’. 
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Summing up, the prototypical plural schema in Dutch and Afrikaans consists of 
a) ending in a trochaic foot, and b) the condition that when the final segment is 
deleted,20 the remaining combination of sounds must correspond to a noun stem in 
the lexicon. Based on these singular and plural prototypes, an easy description of 
Dutch and Afrikaans noun morphology is possible.  
Taking a schema theory as the basis of an account of morphological blocking, 
one would expect morphological blocking to be established in the change of plural 
formation when an allomorph does not fulfill the prototypical plural schema. In 
Dutch as well as in Afrikaans, this has actually happened with most of the nouns 
employing a plural allomorph which does not form a trochaic foot together with the 
stem. Only highly lexicalized plural forms which deviate from the trochee principle 
remain in both languages without inducing blocking effects (cf. kok-s ‘cooks’, 
engel-en ‘angels’; cf. also Appendix 1 and 2 for doublets).  
Still, as shown in section 2, the Dutch plural schema also makes it possible for 
doublets to be retained in Dutch. Competition between -n and -s has come up on 
stems which end in a schwa. The crucial circumstance for non-blocking in Dutch is 
that neither of the unsyllabic allomorphs is preferred based on the trochee condi-
tioning.  
Nevertheless, this competition is only encountered with the specific groups of 
nouns in schwa. How can we explain that no doublets occur on other bisyllabic 
stems in Dutch? According to KIPARSKY (2005), free variation of allomorphs is 
only found when they are equally expressive and economical. In principle, both -n 
and -s are equally expressive (both serve to express the same function of plural to 
equal extents) and economical (both establish exactly one suffix).  
However, taking different groups of stems into account, qualitative differences 
can be observed for the allomorphs: First of all, note that for stems ending in a 
sonorant, the sonorant n-suffix is equally sonorant as the final sound. Especially 
with nouns ending in -en (leugen ‘lie’) and -em (bliksem ‘lightning’), an n-suffix 
would not be sufficiently distinct from the final sound for this reason, while the s-
suffix is non-sonorant and therefore sufficiently different from the stem. Accord-
ingly, stems ending in a consonantal sonorant are suffixed by -s to avoid the danger 
of poorly perceptible or zero plurals.  
Taking stems ending in schwa into account, in contrast, both suffixes are highly 
distinct from the final sound and therefore clearly perceptible – assumed that n-
apocope is either omitted or generally abstracted for by Dutch speakers, as de-
scribed above.21 With this group of nouns, no qualitative principle can be found to 
make one of the suffixes preferable. As a consequence, no blocking for either of 
the allomorphs is established, as both suffixes are equally expressive and economi-
cal, both serve to create outputs in accordance with the plural schema in Dutch, and 
no additional constraining conditioning is accounted (as is the case with nouns 
ending in a consonantal sonorant). Instead, both allomorphs exist in free variation. 
–––––––—–– 
20  Only the final segment needs to be deleted, i.e. both Afrikaans and Dutch are characterized by a 
principle of minimal plural marking through exactly one segment (cf. MARYNISSEN 1996:386). 
21  Of course, it may be argued that both suffixes are generally of different salience, e.g. through their 
different consonantal strength. My point is only that they are both well suited as plural suffixes in 
the cases taken into account here. 
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Having explained non-blocking in Dutch, how can we explain that the two other 
languages do not exhibit regular non-blocking? The difference between Dutch and 
Afrikaans emerges because no competition between unsyllabic allomorphs is en-
countered in the history of Afrikaans as it is in Dutch. Since n-apocope shapes the 
system of Afrikaans more consistently, the only solution was to use -s as the unsyl-
labic allomorph.  
In German, the high number of allomorphs makes it impossible to predict a cor-
rect plural allomorph only on the basis of the output principle established by the 
reduced syllable plural. Nevertheless, when taking gender into account, a second 
principle of allomorph conditioning is found to determine the distribution of the 
suppletive plural allomorphs.  
Gender differentiation between feminines on the one hand, and masculines and 
neuters on the other seems to build more general principles: Gender schemas are 
established along with number schemas. For example, feminines are generally as-
sociated with stems ending in a schwa. (This prototype actually deviates from the 
most important singular schema saying that a singular form should end in a 
stressed syllable.) Also, feminines generally differ from their base in the plural 
form, a fact often motivated by the observation that the definite article with femini-
nes does not differ in number, cf. nom. sg. die – nom. pl. die, whereas it does with 
masculines (der – die) and neuters (das – die).  
It seems that the gender schemas in German are as strong as the number sche-
mas, and both of these equally shape the system of plural formation. In this way, 
the high number of allomorphs in German is paralleled by a high number of condi-
tioning principles. Blocking is established along these lines. For example, the (e)n-
plural is strongly connected with feminine gender and therefore not generalized to 
an extent comparable with Dutch. 
Thus, Dutch is different from Afrikaans in its less consistent n-apocope, and 
therefore retains plural doublets. German is different from Dutch because of a 
complex schema interaction, including number as well as gender schemas. Dutch 
has only one schema which in contrast with German makes it possible for regular 
plural doublets to stay. 
I have sketched an output-based account of premises for morphological non-
blocking. This account is challenged by the fact that newly occurring distributions 
for the competing allomorphs have been described in research on Modern Dutch 
plural formation. For example, ROYEN (1977:22) indicates that the s-plural is 
blocked in favor of the n-plural with nominalized participles, cf. gevangene-n 
‘prisoners’. Also, a difference between de-adjectival nominalizations on -te (ab-
stracts) and -e (usually human denotations) has been observed. While the abstracts 
tend to block the n-plural (hoogte-n > hoogte-s ‘heights’, VAN DER HORST & VAN 
DER HORST 2000:321), the forms in -e are more often found with n-plural (cf. 
blinde-n ‘blind people’). Also, VAN HAERINGEN (1949:201) points out that a final 
schwa used as a derivational suffix for establishing female denotations like in stu-
dent+e ‘female student’ is always to be found with the s-suffix. In this way, the 
plural form for females like student+e-s is differentiated from the corresponding 
male (or sexually neutral) forms as student-en.  
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Some of these distribution rules have been challenged in the literature (cf. e.g. 
VAN MARLE 1987 for a critique of the rule which allegedly governs the distribution 
of forms such as studente-s vs. student-en). But if these distribution rules are true, 
they mainly serve to differentiate between some groups of closely related derivates, 
cf. zieke-n ‘ill people’ vs. ziekte-s/-n ‘illnesses’.  
With respect to non-derived stems, free variation is still encountered in most 
cases, cf. type-s/type-n ‘types’, schade-s/schade-n ‘damages’, vitamine-s/vitamine-
n ‘vitamins’, bode-s/bode-n ‘messengers’, collecte-s/collecte-n ‘collections’ and 
other examples in Appendix 3. This means that even if the formation of a new dis-
tribution is observed for subgroups of the nouns ending in a schwa, blocking ef-
fects are not established in general.  
As we have seen, doublets have existed in Dutch plural allomorphy for a long 
time and they continue to exist in the special case of nouns ending in a schwa. 
These facts leave us in doubt about the assumption that morphological blocking 
actually has to occur. KROCH’S (1994:181) view that morphological doublets are 
“diachronically unstable” in general is contradicted by the doublets in focus. When 
seen from a prosodically-based output perspective, the two “competing” segments 
express plural equally well because both of them fulfill the main criterion of estab-
lishing a prosodic foot. Segmental doublets can be totally stable from this point of 
view.  
All this taken into account, one doubt still remains about the identical qualitative 
status of both segments. -n in word-final position is apocoped in large region of 
Dutch-speaking areas. Although -n is realized in cases where the plural information 
is in danger and we therefore may suppose that users have knowledge of the /n/ (cf. 
section 3.2), -n still seems to be a “riskier” allomorph to express the plural informa-
tion than -s. Although the studies examined reveal no signs of a development simi-
lar to that found in Afrikaans (-n is even conditioned more reliably with specific 
derivate groups, which makes its reduction unlikely), more detailed corpus studies 
of spoken and written Dutch – preferably including a diachronic component – are 
desirable in order to show whether the status of both allomorphs really remains 
stable. 
 
5. Conclusions 
The subject of this paper has been plural allomorphy in Dutch, with a focus on 
the special phenomenon of plural doublets. It was shown that plural doublets are 
retained with a group of nouns characterized by the common phonological feature 
of ending in schwa, whereas a complementary (or at least much more clear cut) 
distribution of plural allomorphs is observed with other nouns. In comparison with 
the histories of German and Afrikaans, it was shown that Dutch establishes an out-
put-based plural formation, which is mainly characterized by plural forms ending 
in a trochaic foot – the same goes for Afrikaans. In German, plural forms most 
often end in a trochaic foot as well, but the more general common principle is that 
they must end in a reduced syllable. All three languages are thereby commonly 
characterized by prosodic output principles governing their plural formation. 
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Both German and Afrikaans have reduced plural doublets over the course of his-
tory through morphological blocking, while Dutch retains morphological variation 
in the cases described above. It was found out that this is due to the fact that Dutch 
retains two unsyllabic allomorphs, but only one dominant distribution rule for 
them. By contrast, a much broader range of allomorphs is preserved in German. 
These are additionally conditioned through the gender information and well dis-
tributed through an interaction of plural and gender schemas. Afrikaans loses one 
of the allomorphs corresponding to the Dutch -n due to the regular sound change of 
n-apocope.  
In Dutch, the two unsyllabic allomorphs -n and -s are equally economical and 
expressive with nouns ending in a schwa. In this case, both forms with n-plural and 
with s-plural conform perfectly to the plural output schema, which is characterized 
by the condition of ending in a trochaic foot and by the condition that the plural 
stem needs to be formally different from the base. Both outputs therefore contain 
all the necessary signals for a plural form. Since no additional preference principle 
can be found, this constellation results in non-blocking.  
It remains an open question whether a preference for the s-plural is slowly be-
coming established because the n-plural is in a highly apocope-endangered posi-
tion. Detailed corpus studies dealing with this question are therefore desirable. 
 
Appendix 
Appendix 1: Nouns belonging to category (1b) listed in HAESERYN et al. (1997:165-184) 
en-plural: 
bacteri-ën ‘bacteria’, christen-en ‘christs’, engel-en ‘angels’, heiden-en ‘heathens’, heuvel-en ‘hills’, 
lauwer-en ‘laurels’, pori-ën ‘pores’, raadsel-en ‘riddles’, regel-en ‘rules’, teken-en ‘signs’, vinger-en 
‘fingers’, vogel-en ‘birds’, water-en ‘waters’, wonder-en ‘wonders’ 
 
s-plural:  
broer-s ‘brothers’, boetiek-s ‘boutiques’, bougie-s ‘candles’, bruidegom-s ‘grooms’, bureau-s ‘of-
fices’, café-s ‘cafés’, chef-s ‘chefs’, cheque-s ‘cheques’, club-s ‘clubs’, depot-s ‘depots’, chalet-s 
‘castles’, etui-s ‘cases’, film-s ‘movies’, generaal-s ‘generals’, kok-s ‘cooks’, kolonel-s ‘colonels’, 
milieu-s ‘environments’, oom-s ‘uncles’, paraplu-s ‘umbrellas’, parfum-s ‘perfumes’, perron-s 
‘tracks’, restaurant-s ‘restaurants’, reüníes ‘reunions’ roman-s ‘novels’, set-s ‘sets’, shirt-s ‘shirts’, 
ski-s ‘skis’, tank-s ‘tanks’, trottoir-s ‘pavements’, truc-s ‘tricks’ 
 
(e)nen-plural: 
leerrede-nen ‘sermons’, lende-nen ‘loins’ (regular sideforms: leerredes, lenden) 
 
eren-plural: 
beenderen ‘legs’, bladeren ‘leaves’, eieren ‘eggs’, gelederen ‘joints’, gemoederen ‘dispositions’, 
goederen ‘estates’, hoenderen ‘chicken’, kalveren ‘calves’, kinderen ‘children’, klederen ‘clothes’, 
lammeren ‘lambs’, liederen ‘songs’, raderen ‘wheels’, runderen ‘cattle’, volkeren ‘folks’, (there are 
regular side-forms: benen, bladen, kleden, and volken) 
 
There are also some derivative suffixes which can sometimes be found with non-conforming plural 
formation, cf. -aar in schakelaar-s ‘switches’, -oir in reservoir-s ‘reservoirs’, -eur in amateur-s ‘ama-
teurs’, -ier in portier-s ‘porter’, -oor in majoor-s ‘majors’, but some words with these suffixes have 
en-plural or belong to category (1c), see below. 
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Loan words ending in a full vowel usually appear with s-plural even if this is not in conformity with 
the trochee plural (see some examples in the category “s-plural”). 
 
 
Appendix 2: Nouns belonging to category (1c), -s vs. -en, listed in HAESERYN et al. (1997:165-184) 
Plural forms with a semantic distinction: 
ballen ‘balls (toys)’ – bals ‘galas’, centen ‘cent-pieces’ – cents ‘cents (calculation unit)’, harmoni-ën 
‘harmonies’ – harmonie-s ‘music societies’, hemel-en ‘heavens’ – hemel-s ‘bed capony’, koloni-ën 
‘colonies (of a country)’ – kolonies ‘colony (other meanings)’, letter-en ‘faculty of arts’ – letter-s 
‘letters’, mat-en ‘measures’ – maat-s ‘mates’, middel-en ‘means’ – middels ‘waists’, oli-ën ‘oils’ – 
olie-s ‘share of oil’, patron-en ‘cartridges’ – patroon-s ‘patrons’, plann-en ‘plans’ – plan-s ‘sketches’, 
portier-en ‘car doors’ – portier-s ‘porters’, reden-en ‘reasons’ – reden-s ‘relationships’, stripp-en 
‘stripes’ – strip-s ‘comics’, stukk-en ‘pieces’ – stuk-s ‘exemplars’, test-en ‘pails’ – test-s ‘tests’, tipp-
en ‘tail ends’ – tip-s ‘tips’, vader-en ‘ancestors’ – vader-s ‘fathers’, vizier-en ‘visors’ – vizier-s ‘vi-
ziers’, wapen-en ‘weapons’ – wapen-s ‘coats of arms’, wortel-en ‘carots’ – wortel-s ‘roots’ 
 
Plural forms without a semantic distinction: 
aardappel ‘potatoe’, ader ‘vein’, ambtenaar ‘civil servant’, administrateur ‘administrator’, admiraal 
‘admiral’, appel ‘apple’, artikel ‘article’, assuradeur ‘assurance seller’, assurantie ‘assurance’, beoe-
fenaar ‘person tackling with something’, beoordelaar ‘evaluator’, ceremonie ‘ceremony’, concours 
‘bankruptcy’, dienaar ‘servant’, directeur ‘headmaster’, duel ‘duel’, eigenaar ‘owner’, euvel ‘illness’, 
evangelie ‘gospel’, grammofoon ‘gramophone’, handelaar ‘salesman’, hazelaar ‘hazel’, historie 
‘history’, individu ‘individual’, kandelaar ‘candelabrum’, karamel ‘caramel’, keu ‘cue’, knecht ‘ser-
vant’, lelie ‘lily’, maatregel ‘regulation’, mossel ‘mussel’, officier ‘officer’, ooievaar ‘stork’, provin-
cie ‘province’, redacteur ‘editor’, residu ‘residues’, revenu ‘income’, sergeant ‘sergeant’, studie 
‘study’, superieur ‘superior person’, tralie ‘bar’, tram ‘streetcar’, zondaar ‘sinner’, zoon ‘son’ 
 
Appendix 3: Nouns ending in schwa 
Nouns which belong to category (1c), -s vs. -n, listed in HAESERYN et al. (1997:165-184) 
bode ‘messenger’, collecte ‘collection’, gemeente ‘municipality’, geraamte ‘sceleton’, groente ‘vege-
table’, kade ‘quay’, type ‘type’, vitamine ‘vitamin’, ziekte ‘illness’ 
With semantic distinction: rede-s ‘anchor places’ – rede-n ‘speeches’ 
 
Some additional nouns with variable plural, which are not listed in HAESERYN et al. (1997:165-184), 
with no intention of completeness: 
aangifte ‘information’, aarde ‘chemical oxide’, antilope ‘antelope’, babylance ‘baby ambulance’, 
bende ‘gang’, complice ‘accomplice’, diagnose ‘diagnosis’, diepte ‘depth’, droogte ‘dryness’, einde 
‘end’, elektrode ‘electrode’, extase ‘extasy’, fase ‘phase’, giraffe ‘giraffe’, globe ‘globe’, guave 
‘guava’, hoeve ‘farm’, keuze ‘choice’, kribbe ‘crib’, lade ‘drawer’, made ‘maggot’, methode ‘meth-
ods’, microbe ‘microbe’, mythe ‘myth’, novelle ‘novella’, oekaze ‘order’, pauze ‘break’, periode 
‘period’, piramide ‘pyramid’, route ‘route’, schade ‘damage’, schede ‘sheath’, snede ‘cut’, steppe 
‘steppe’, sterkte ‘strength’, stobbe ‘stump’, strofe ‘verse’, synagogue ‘synagogue’, toelage ‘extra 
pay’, waarde ‘worth’, weduwe ‘widow’, weide ‘pasture’, winde ‘bindweed’, zijde ‘side’ etc. 
 
Nouns which always take n-plural listed in HAESERYN et al. (1997:165-184) 
Deadjectival person names: blinde ‘blind person’, overledene ‘dead person’, Groene ‘person belong-
ing to the Green party’ 
Others: gave ‘gift’, premisse ‘premiss’, seconde ‘second’ 
 
Nouns which always take s-plural listed in HAESERYN et al. (1997:165-184) 
dame ‘lady’, file ‘traffic jam’, visite ‘visit’ 
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